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2018 Coachmen Rv Chaparral 371MBRB $39,991
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Description Description 2018 Coachmen RV Chaparral 371MBRB, This Coachmen Chaparral
model 371MBRB is sure to turn the heads at the camp ground and keep the
friends over for a while! Sleeping for eleven, FIVE slides, three bedrooms, a bath
and a half, and an outside kitchen are just a few of the highlights of this fifth
wheel.Steping inside the main entry door you will find the middle bedroom directly
across the hall. There is a set of slide out double bed bunks along the road side.
Overhead cabinets run along both walls to allow plenty of storage space for all
four of your kids or guests.Head up two steps just outside the bunkhouse
bedroom door and find a master bedroom and en suite bath. The bath entry
begins to your immediate left just inside the door and features a 34" x 34" corner
shower, toilet, and vanity with sink. With a second sliding bath entry door leading
into the master bedroom you will have access to the linen closet found in the
bedroom wardrobe slide. The master bedroom provides a queen bed with a
wardrobe along the road side front, and a nightstand on the curb side front of the
bed. There is also a wardrobe slide out that includes the bathroom linen cabinet
and drawer space beside room for your hanging clothes.Back to the main level
there is a large slide out free standing dinette and theater seating with an optional
tri-fold sofa including overhead storage. This allows more floor space to move
around in the kitchen area opposite. An entertainment center is set at an angle
along the outside of the half bath's wall for viewing from this combined space.In
the kitchen area there is a slide out pantry, refrigerator, and three burner range
with overhead microwave oven along the road side wall. Just off the slide you will
find a second pantry for more food storage needs. The kitchen's double sink is
within the peninsula allowing more space for cleaning dishes or serving meals.
This is sure to be a cook's dream kitchen away from home.The third bedroom is
in the rear of this Chaparral fifth wheel. There is a slide out tri-fold sofa with flip-
down bunk above along the road side. There is an entertainment center opposite
the slide next to a second entry door which is super convenient. This space also
contains its own private half bath including a toilet and vanity with sink. The
second entry along the curbside allows quick access to the half bath from the
outside when you need it.There is also something for the chef in the family to get
excited about. This unit features an outside kitchen which means more time out
enjoying fresh air and the great outdoors, along with so much more! Sleeps 11
Slideouts 5

Basic information Year: 2018
Stock Number: 75807A
VIN Number: 5ZT3CH2B2JA317239
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address 6102 E US Hwy 30, 82001, Cheyenne, Wyoming, United States
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